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Abstract: During HVDC earth return operation systems, a high magnitude current will be injected
into soil through earth electrode, the potential on the surface would change widely and produce
unfavorable effects on the AC systems around. This paper presents an effective finite element
method (FEM) coupling electric field with thermal field to evaluate the electrical field induced by
the injected DC current. Firstly, owe to the characteristic of FEM, this method can consider
arbitrary soil and earth electrode structure. Secondly, by setting the electrical and thermal
parameters of soil as a function of temperature at the same time, the dynamic coupling process of
electric field and thermal field is simulated accurately. Thirdly, to deal with the singular point in
FEM subdivision and the huge computation in traditional three-dimensional FEM, the FEM
coupling 2-D earth electrode with 3-D soil based on "shell" theory is introduced. Finally, based on
the suggested method, the effect of abnormal resistance region (ARR) near DC earth electrode on
electric field distribution is analyzed.
Keywords: DC earth electrode; electro-thermal coupling; abnormal resistance region (ARR); shell
theory, finite element method

1. Introduction
When the high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission system is working under
mono-polar ground return mode, a high magnitude current will be injected into soil through the
earth electrode. The injected current will cause the temperature rise of both earth electrode and soil,
DC bias of transformer in nearby AC substations, DC corrosion on the underground metals pipeline
and AC earth electrode nearby [1-4]. The DC electric field is influenced by the soil structure, injected
current and earth electrode structure. So it is important to calculate the DC earth electrode electric
field accurately and analyze the influence of soil structure and earth electrode on DC electrical field
under-ground.
At present, the researches on the DC earth electrode mainly focus on three aspects: the DC earth
electrode temperature rise process and the soil parameters’ influences on the temperature rise
process [5-8]; the transformer DC bias and underground metal DC corrosion based on circuit
simulation software[9-10]; earth electrode electric field distribution law at complex soil
structure[11-13]. In the researches about DC earth electrode electric field calculation, Ref [13]
presents the modeling of DC earth electrode electric electrical field under complex tectonic, which
takes DC earth pole as point source, thus reducing the amount of calculation, but this modeling is
not suitable for the analysis of electrical field and thermal field near the earth electrode accurately.
Refs [5-8] establish 3-D finite element DC earth pole modeling considering couple of electric field
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and thermal field. The result of this method is very accurate, at the same time huge unknown
quantity will be generated; even there exists the problem of split singularity, when the large domain
is considering. So it is essential to establish the modeling of DC grounding device both considering
large domain and calculation accuracy. On the other hand, research about the effect of soil structure
on DC earth electrode mainly focus on simple soil structure, such as level and vertical layered soil
[11-12] or mountains and rivers [13], but there are very little researches about soils with massive
texture.
The aim of this paper is to present a method for DC earth electrode electric field considering
both grounding device structure and large disperse current domain. Due to the huge gap, sometimes
up to 106, between large disperse current domain and very small section size of grounding
conductor, the computation will be a sharp rise in traditional three-dimensional finite element
method, and sometimes there will be singular point on interface of grounding conductor and soil in
the process of FEM geometry subdivision. To solve the above problem, this paper introduces the
"shell" theory [Error! Reference source not found.-16] into FEM method, which takes electrode
conductor as 2-D surface in geometric model, as 3-D conductor with virtual thickness in FEM
equation. Because of considering conduction of grounding conductor, the "shell" FEM method can
calculate HVDC grounding device characteristic accurately, at the same time, the FEM computation
in grounding conductor and soil adjacent domain have a decline attribute to the 2-D geometric
model of grounding conductor. The high amplitude current which reaches several thousand amps
flows through DC earth electrode chronically. Because of the conversion of electric energy into heat,
the temperature of soil around earth electrode will raise, and then, the electrical and thermal
parameters of soil changing correspondingly [5-8]. In order to simulate the actual working condition
of DC earth electrode accurately, this paper set the electrical and thermal parameters of soil as
function of temperature in the corresponding soil element and time. Finally, based on the wide
applicability of FEM to any complex soil structure, this paper analyzes the influence of ARR near DC
grounding on electric field distribution. Hope that conclusion of this paper can provide reference for
actual DC grounding design.
2. Numerical model of earth electrode system based on shell theory
This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise
description of the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions
that can be drawn.
Current flowing process of DC earth electrode is coupling process between electric field and
thermal field. They are satisfied with the constant electric field theory, Joule heating law and the
basic principles of heat transfer. We calculate electric field and thermal field by FEM respectively,
and then couple them.
2.1. Finite element model of electric field
Laplace's equation of constant electric field is used to describe DC earth pole electric field
generated in the flowing process.

∇ 2ϕ = 0

(1)

ϕ is the scalar potential. Formula (1) satisfies the following boundary conditions:
In the infinite distant place,

ϕ =0 r →∞

(2)


γ⋅n ⋅ (∇ϕ) = 0

(3)

On the earth surface,

Where, n is the normal unit vector; γ is the conductivity.
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The continuity conditions of potential and current density are satisfied at the earth grid and the
soil continuum interface and the interface of different soil in complex soil.
In this paper, we use four-node tetrahedral unit to discrete solution domain, and use Galerkin
weighted residual method and interpolation method to deal with the governing equations. Finally,
the finite element equation of time t is obtained,

K {ϕ } + P = 0

(4)

The total stiffness matrix K is related to the soil electrical conductivity; P is the quantity that is
related to the injection current.
2.2. Finite element model of thermal field
According to the Joule heating law and heat transfer principle, the transient heat conduction
equation of soil is as:

k ⋅ ∇ 2T + Q − Cv

∂T
=0
∂t

(5)

Where, k represent the thermal conductivity of soil, W/(m· ); T is the temperature of each point
in the soil, ; Cv is volumetric heat capacity, J/(m3· ); Q represents heat source density, and Q = ρJ ,
2

W/m3, and it is determined by the electric current density parameter calculated by the electric field.
Formula (5) satisfies the following boundary conditions:
In the infinite distant place,

T = T0

(6)

On the earth surface,

k

∂T
= h0 (T0 − T )
∂n

(7)

Where, h0 and T0 represent the ground heat transfer coefficient and ambient temperature.
Galerkin weighted residual method and interpolation method are used to deal with the
governing equations. Finally, the finite element equation of time t is obtained,

 ∂T 
N {T } + C   + F = 0
 ∂t 

(8)

The matrix N, C, F, respectively, is related to the thermal conductivity of k, specific heat capacity
Cv and heat source density Q.
2.3. The introduction of thin shells theory
Due to the huge gap, sometimes up to 106, between large disperse current domain and very
small section size of grounding conductor, the computation will be a sharp rise in traditional
three-dimensional finite element method, and sometimes there will be singular point on interface of
grounding conductor and soil in the process of FEM geometry subdivision. Therefore, this paper
introduces thin shells theory to solve the above problem. The shell theory is originally used to study
mechanical properties such as the deformation and internal force distribution of thin shell. As
shown in Figure 1(a), it is ring pole with a virtual thickness d. And the triangular element is used to
divide earth conductor surface, as shown in figure 1(b).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ground conductor model (a) 2-D earth conductor (b)
Subdivision graph of 2-D earth conductor
we use four-node tetrahedral unit to discrete solution domain, and yield the following Galerkin
residual equations of an element:



e

S

e

N (dγ∇ 2ϕ e )dS = 0
i

(9)

Where, Se represents the surface integral unit interval; d is the thickness of the shell equivalent
unit; γ is the conductivity of the earth conductor.
A scalar potential is expanded by nodal basis functions as:
3

ϕe =  N ej ( x, y )ϕej

(10)

j =1

Substitution of (10) into (9) yields finite element equation of element e,
3

Rie =  ϕ ej  e [dγ∇N ie ⋅∇N ej ]dS − I = 0
S

j =1

(11)

(i = 1, 2,3)

Combining formula (11) and formula (4), the finite element equations of the whole solution
domain are obtained:

K ∗{ϕ } + P ∗ = 0

(12)

The same as the finite element equation of the current field is derived, equation (5) is treated by
the Galerkin weighted residual method and the interpolation method,
3

 dT je S
j =1

3

e

k (∇N ie ⋅ ∇N ej )dS −  e dN ie ρ ( J e ) 2 dS

+   e dN ie Cv
j =1

S

S

∂T

e
j

∂t

(13)
N ej dS = 0

Combining formula (14) and formula (8), the finite element equations of the whole solution
domain are obtained:

 ∂T 
N ∗{T } + C ∗   + F ∗ = 0
 ∂t 

(14)

From the above derivation, in the drawing of geometric model and process of FEM geometry
subdivision, the electrode conductor is equivalent to 2-D surface, which can greatly simplify the
mesh generation process and reduce computation, specially in large solution area. In FEM
equation(11) and (13), the virtual thickness d is cleverly introduced, so the calculated results are
equivalent to the volume fraction of the three prism element with a triangle bottom and a thickness d.
The above method can not only reflect diffuser function of earth conductor to ensure calculation
accuracy, but also solve the problem of huge computation in large solution area. In addition, due to
the contradiction between limited computational resources of finite element method and the infinite
flowing space, this paper introduces the space coordinate transformation in the infinite soil region
far away from the grounding grid to simplify calculation [17].
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2.4. Coupling process of electric and thermal fields
According to [6], the electrical and thermal parameters of soil show obvious dynamic
temperature characteristics with temperature, which are expressed by function ρ(T), C(T) and k(T).
The algorithm can directly reflect the actual working mechanism of DC earth electrode by coupling
of electric field and thermal field, and provide theoretical basis for practical ground design. Because
the finite element equation of temperature field contains the temperature to the time partial
differential, we uses the time domain difference method [5] to deal with it. The following is the
coupling process of electric field and thermal field:
(1) when t = t1, firstly, soil conductivity ρ1 =ρ0 (initial value), the electric field calculation matrix
of time t1:

K 0∗{ϕ } + P ∗ = 0

(15)

K0* indicates that the resistivity in this matrix is set to the resistivity in initial time.
Secondly, the heat source density Q1 at t1 time is determined by current density J1 calculated by
the last step, Q1 = ρJ12 .The specific heat capacity is C0 (initial value); the thermal conductivity is k0
(initial value); And the method of time domain difference is used to deal with the transient
temperature field. calculation matrix of thermal field:

{T }1 = ΔT ( I + 2ΔT C0*−1N 0* ) −1 (2F *1 + F *0 )

3
3
2ΔT *−1 * −1
ΔT *−1 *
C0 N 0 ) ( I −
C0 N 0 ){T }0
+ (I +
3
3

(16)

F1* indicates that the heat source density in this matrix is set to function of current density in t1
time.
(2) when t = t2, the electrical conductivity were determined by temperature T in t2 time,

K1∗{ϕ } + P ∗ = 0

(17)

The heat source density Q2 at t2 time is determined by current density J2 calculated by the last
step, Q2 = ρJ 2 2 .The specific heat capacity is C1; the thermal conductivity is k1,

{T }2 = ΔT ( I + 2ΔT C1*−1 K1* ) −1 (2F *2 + F *1 )
3
3
2ΔT *−1 * −1
ΔT *−1 *
C1 K1 ) ( I −
C1 K1 ){T }1
+ (I +
3
3

(18)

Summing up the above calculation process, the calculation matrix of electric field and thermal
field is obtained by analogy,

K n∗−1{ϕ } + P ∗ = 0

(19)

{T }n = ΔT ( I + 2ΔT Cn*−1−1 N n*−1 ) −1 (2F *n + F *n −1 )

3
3
2ΔT * −1 * −1
ΔT * −1 *
+ (I +
C n −1 N n −1 ) ( I −
Cn −1 N n −1 ){T }n −1
3
3

(20)

This method can accurately simulate the time variation of soil electrical and thermal parameters,
and realize the dynamic coupling process between electric field and thermal field.
3. Verification
According to [18], DC earth electrode, a single ring with radius of 255 m, was placed into the
layered soil, and the buried depth is 2.5m. Besides the parameters of soil are shown in Table 1. The
resistivity , volumetric heat capacity and density of the coke, soil and pole are shown in Table 2.
According to [5], the fitting formula of ρ(T), C(T) and k(T) changing with temperature , are shown as
formula (21), (22) and (23).
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16.5, T ∈ (20℃,44℃)

∧
0.0055 × 2.718 (0.182 × T), T ∈ (44℃,90℃)

ρ (T ) = 

21)

- 0.008617 × T 3 + 0.6859 × T 2 − 18.83 × T 1 + 1130, T ∈ ( 20℃,55℃)

c(T ) = 
- 0.001478 × T 3 + 0.4289 × T 2 - 46.22 × T 1 + 2216, T ∈ (55℃,90℃)


(22)

- 2.817 × 10-6 × T 3 + 0.000155 × T 2 − 0.002711× T 1 + 1.243, T ∈ (20℃,55℃)

k(T ) = 
 3.187 × 10-5 × T 3 - 0.006339 × T 2 + 0.3805 × T 1-5.93, T ∈ (55℃,90℃)


(23)

We set the 1200A current for DC earth electrode. Table 3 lists the calculated results which
include calculation results obtained by the method of this paper, by International recognized
Grounding Calculation Software (CDEGS) and by actual measurement in [7]. The comparison result
shows that the algorithm is effective.
Table 1. The soil around the grounding level stratification parameter

Soil layers
1
2
3

Resistivity( Ω·m )
ρ(T)
48.2
13.2

Thickness( m )
9.7
27.1
Infinite

Table 2. Parameters of calculated model

parameters
density/(Kg·m3)
Resistivity/(Ω·m)
volumetric heat capacity
/(J·(Kg·K)-1)
thermal conductivity
/(W·(m·K)-1)

soil
2700
Tab. 1
c(T)

coke
1100
0.3
800

pole
4750
1.7×10-7
450

k(T)

4

44.5

Table 3. Results of comparing mode

Comparison

Resistance/Ω

MEA
CDEGS
FEM

0.025
0.021
0.022

Maximum temperature
rise after 20d /
Almost unchanged
0.46

4. The influence analysis of arr on the dc earth electrode system
In order to analyze the influences of ARR’s position on DC earth pole, we establish a single ring
earth electrode model under an uniform soil condition. The model’s ring diameter is 1000m, and the
initial soil resistivity is 80 Ω·m. Using a 300 m×600 m×70 m rectangular block to simulate the ARR,
the resistivity of the low resistivity-ARR and the high resistivity-ARR are setted 5 Ω·m and 500 Ω·m,
respectively. Finally, we analyze the influence of high and low resistivity-ARR at different
horizontal positions and different depth on electric field distribution.
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4.1. The influences of ARR’s horizontal position on earth electrode system
In the vertical direction, The upper surface of ARR is flat with the earth surface. In the
horizontal direction, ARR in the center of earth electrode and 150m、300m、450m、600m、750m、900m
away from it in x axis are calculated and modeled separately，numbered from model 2 to model 8.
And model 1 is the case of no ARR(namely uniform soil).
Surface potential distribution 2-D graph and surface potential distribution curve( a line which
goes through the center of the circle earth electrode and is perpendicular to the long edge of the
ARR ) of model 1-8 under soil structure with low resistivity-ARR(5 Ω·m) are separately listed in
Figure 2(a) and (b). Figure 3 shows the current density distribution of model 1-8. Conclusions from
figure 2 (a) are that, compared with that under uniform soil conditions, the surface potential under
soil structure with low resistivity-ARR significantly reduces; If the position of low resistivity-ARR is
different, degree of surface potential amplitude reduction also is different; When a part of the earth
conductor is in low resistivity-ARR, reduction of surface potential is most obvious; And the more a
part of the earth conductor that is located in low resistivity-ARR is, the more surface potential drops.
For example, compared with that under uniform soil condition, the surface potential of model 5 was
decreased by 22.75% .
As shown in Figure 2 (b), the following laws can be obtained: Compared with the uniform soil,
the changing trend of the potential on the low resistivity-ARR is more moderate; When the low
resistivity-ARR is located in the ring of ring earth pole(namely model 2 to 3), the surface potential
distribution curve is basically consistent with that of model 1 and only fells by less than 10%, besides,
the potential on low resistivity-ARR raises. Because the low soil resistivity region has the ability to
attract current, and the lower the resistivity is, the stronger the ability to attract current is[1]; And
from Figure 3, because the low resistivity area has the ability to attract current, the current density of
ARR ( model 2 to 3) is increased, so the potential on ARR is increased. Compared with model 1,
When a part of the earth conductor is in low resistivity-ARR(namely model 4 to 6), surface potential
amplitude of model 4 to 6 is significantly decreased and fells by about 20%, besides, the potential
on low resistivity-ARR raises; The reason is that, the more ARR is close to the earth conductor, the
more current it can attract is, as shown in figure 3. Therefore, the more current flows through the
region with lower resistivity, which leads to the overall potential decreasing and the potential on
ARR rising. When ARR is outside the ring and far away from the earth pole(model 7 to 8), the
surface potential distribution curve is basically consistent with that of model 1 and only fells by
about 10%, and the changing trend of the potential on ARR is more moderate; We combine Figure 3
to analyze the reason. From it, the phenomenon of the low resistivity-ARR attracting current (model
7-8) is still obvious; However, compared with that of model 4 to 6, the current it attracts is less, so
low resistivity-ARR of model 7 to 8 has little effect on the flowing capacity of the DC earth electrode.
Which leads to the change of the surface potential distribution of model 7 to 8 is not obvious, and is
almost coincident with that under uniform soil condition

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. surface potential distribution at different horizontal position of low
resistivity-ARR （ a） Surface potential distribution 2-D graph（ b） surface potential
distribution curve

Figure 3. current density distribution at different horizontal position of low
resistivity-ARR
Surface potential distribution 2-D graph and surface potential distribution curve( a line which
goes through the center of the circle earth electrode and is perpendicular to the long edge of the ARR)
of model 1-8 under soil structure with high resistivity-ARR(500 Ω·m) are separately listed in Figure
4(a) and (b). Figure 5 shows the current density distribution of model 1 to 8. Conclusions from figure
4 (a) are that, compared with that under uniform soil condition, the surface potential under soil
structure with high resistivity-ARR significantly reduces; If the position of high resistivity-ARR is
different, degree of surface potential amplitude rise also is different; When a part of the grounding
conductor is in high resistivity-ARR, increasing of surface potential is most obvious; And the more a
part of the earth conductor that is located in ARR is ,the more surface potential rises. For example,
compared with that under uniform soil condition, the surface potential of model 5 was increased by
19.46%.
As shown in Figure 4 (b), it is the surface potential distribution curve of model 1 to 8. The
following laws can be obtained: Compared with uniform soil, the changing trend of potential on
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the high resistivity-ARR is more steep; When the high resistivity-ARR is located inside the ring of
ring grounding pole(namely model 2 to 3), the surface potential distribution curve is basically
consistent with that of model 1 and only rises by less than 10%, besides, the potential on high
resistivity-ARR drops. Because the high soil resistivity region has the ability to reject current, and the
higher the resistivity is, the stronger the ability to reject current is[1]. So the current density of ARR
( model 2 to 3) is decreased, and the potential on ARR goes down. Compared with model 1, when a
part of the earth conductor is in high resistivity-ARR(namely model 4 to 6), surface potential
amplitude of model 4 to 6 is significantly increased and rises by about 20%, besides, the potential
above high resistivity-ARR fells. We combine Figure 4 to analyze the reason. From it, the rejection of
high resistivity-ARR to the current is obvious, which leads to diffuse capacity of earth conductor
located inside the ARR weakening. It can be equivalent to the effective flowing length of the earth
conductor becomes shorter, so the whole surface potential is significantly increased; Besides, the
rejection of high resistivity-ARR to the current leads to the decreasing of the current density, so the
surface potential on high resistivity-ARR drops. When ARR is outside the ring and far away from
the earth pole(model 7 to 8), the surface potential distribution curve is basically consistent with that
of model 1 and only fells by about 6%, and the changing trend of the potential on ARR is more
moderate; The reason is that, high resistivity-ARR is farther from the earth conductor, so the
rejection of the current is weakened. Which leads to the effect of high resistivity-ARR on the whole
electric potential distribution is small.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. surface potential distribution at different horizontal position of high
resistivity-ARR（ a） Surface potential distribution 2-D graph（ b） surface potential
distribution curve
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Figure 5. current density distribution at different horizontal position of high resistivity-ARR
Earthing resistance is an important index in DC grounding design, so it is necessary for us to
analyze the earthing resistance at different horizontal position of ARR.
Figure 6 shows the earthing resistance of low and high resistivity-ARR at different horizontal
position. As can be seen from the figure, when the position of ARR is different, earthing resistance is
also different. Showing earthing resistance is decreased under low resistivity-ARR, while that is
increased under high resistivity-ARR; When a part of the earth conductor is in ARR, the changing of
earthing resistance is biggest. Compared with that under uniform soil, the earthing resistance under
the soil condition with low resistivity-ARR is decreased by 24.56%, while it is increased by 31.58%
under the soil condition with high resistivity-ARR. Thus, the influence of ARR on earthing resistance
can not be ignored. Especially, step potential and earthing resistance are both increased in high
resistivity-ARR. Therefore, the influence of the low or high resistivity-ARR on the earth electrode
system should be evaluated in the actual earth electrode design.

Figure 6. earthing resistance of different surface abnormal resistance position
4.2. The influence of ARR’s vertical depth on earth electrode system
Due to the large range, direct current flowing in soil, the influence of deep soil structure on the
DC earth electrode can not be ignored. So it is necessary to analyze the influence of ARR’s vertical
depth on electric field distribution. In the case of ARR located at a distance from the ground surface
to 0 m, 20 m, 40 m, 60 m, 80 m, 100 m and 150 m, the calculation results, that is surface potential
distribution of low resistivity-ARR and high resistivity-ARR, show in Figure 7 and figure 8. From
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figure 7, the following laws can be obtained: When low resistivity-ARR is located in different vertical
depth, influence degree of it on the surface potential is different; Especially, when the low
resistivity-ARR is located in the surface, the influence on the surface potential distribution is greatest.
When it is located at a distance from the ground surface to 20 m, 40 m, 60 m, 80 m, 100 m and 150 m,
surface potential distribution is slightly lower than that under uniform soil. The reason is that the
ability of low resistivity region to attract current makes the current more easily flowing into low
resistivity-ARR in the depths of soil, so surface current density and the surface potential is decreased.
From figure 8, the influence of high resistivity-ARR at different vertical depths on surface potential
is different; Particularly, when ARR is located on the surface of the earth, the influence is greatest;
When it is located below the ground 20 m, 40 m, 60 m, 80 m, 100 m and 150 m, the surface potential
distribution is slightly higher than that under uniform soil. And phenomenon of potential rise on
ARR is more obvious. The reason is that the ability of low resistivity region rejecting current makes
the current mainly gathering in the area on ARR, so current density on ARR increases, and then the
potential rises.

Figure 7. Surface potential distribution of low resistivity-ARR at different depths

Figure 8. Surface potential distribution of high resistivity-ARR at different depths
Figure 9 shows the earthing resistance at different ARR’s vertical depths. That can be obtained:
Compared with the condition of high resistivity-ARR, earthing resistance under soil with low
resistivity-ARR is low. When the vertical depth of ARR is 150 m, the gap between them still is 19.24%;
With the increase of the ARR’s depth, the earthing resistance of them will eventually tend to be
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stable; Compared with the 0.057 Ω of the uniform soil, the earthing resistance of low resistivity-ARR
at the 150m vertical depth, is reduced by 11.03%, and the high resistivity-ARR is increased by 10.16%.
It can be known that, when the vertical depth of ARR is deeper, the influence on ground resistance
can reach about 10%; It is necessary to survey the deep soil geological condition at practical earth
electrode design.

Figure 9. earthing resistance of ARR at different depths
5. Conclusions
This paper establishes finite element model of the DC earth electrode Considering massive ARR
based on shell theory. And analyzes the influence of ARR at different horizontal positions and
different depth on electric field distribution. The following rules are obtained:
(1) The more ARR is close to the earth conductor, the bigger influence of ARR on Surface
potential is; Besides, when ARR is close to the earth conductor, there is a certain influence on the
whole surface electric potential distribution; However, when ARR is far away from the earth
electrode, only part surface potential distribution is affected.
(2) The more low resistivity-ARR is close to the ground conductor, the more obvious earthing
resistance is decreased; On the contrary, the more high resistivity-ARR is close to the ground
conductor, the more obvious ground resistance is increased.
In summary, the influence of ARR at different horizontal positions and different depth on DC
earth electrode parameters can not be ignored. In the actual design, a detailed survey on geological
conditions of the polar site near the DC earth electrode should be done. Considering massive ARR,
analyzes the influence of ARR near DC earth electrode on electric field distribution. Hope that
conclusion of this paper can provide reference for actual DC earth electrode design.
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